
As markets surge there are signs of complacency
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Is it just too easy to make money from the markets?

Despite facing a pandemic, rising interest rates on bonds and the prospect of higher taxes on
company profits, investors continue to pour money into stocks. Big money managers such as
Blackrock have never had as much money to manage, whereas surveys of fund managers find
them to be overwhelmingly bullish.

Report by Phil Oakley

Share prices continue to go up.

The stock market has surged on the back of an unprecedented amount of money printing,

and  governments have thrown the kitchen sink at economies. Solid earnings reports from

big US banks and good economic data underpin the feeling that all is well and that things

will continue to get better.

Yet there are signs of complacency all around. The price of bitcoin and the valuation

placed on  Coinbase, a leading trading platform of cryptocurrency, looks hard to justify.

I’m happy to admit that I don’t get bitcoin. But I will say that from what I can see it is hard

to see how it functions as money. Yes, you can buy some things with bitcoin, but it is far

from being universally accepted as a means of payment for stuff because it is not seen as

a reliable store of value.

Had I just put these thoughts on a social media platform such as Twitter I would have

been quickly trolled and shouted down, as so many others have been for airing similar

views. This kind of behaviour is now commonplace when discussing any speculative asset.

I’m a bit old fashioned and think successful investments take years to pay off handsomely

as companies grow their profits. Increasingly, the pursuit of making money from stocks

and assets is based on buying into a story and then ramping it as much as you can to get as
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many people to agree with you, buy what you have already bought and push the price up.

As well as bitcoin, this applies equally to illiquid UK small-cap shares.

There’s nothing wrong with identifying a theme that you think will become profitable in

the future and putting your money into it. This is how big fortunes are made. But you can

get a rough feeling for the amount of future profits implied by share prices to come to a

view if that’s realistic or not. Even then you can still be way off in both directions.

In some cases, it’s easier to come to a view that a valuation is ridiculous based on the

quality or otherwise of the business model. Other cases are less clear cut, and shares with

what look like insane valuations can end up being the big winners their share prices imply

they are going to be.

However, very few people are honest enough to admit that there are big risks that come

with such decisions and that if they become rich they have been compensated for the

risks they have taken on. For every theme identified as a winner there are many more that

will never materialise and those who bet on it lose everything.

As far as the stock markets are concerned, I think there are grounds for thinking that

prices can keep on going up for a little while yet.

I do not think that we are at the start of a new bull market as company profits and

valuations are too high for that. But I do think that shares, and particularly shares of

quality growth stocks with profits and cash flows, can become more expensive than they

are already given the current level of bullishness right now.

This may feel like a good thing when you see the value of your portfolio going up every

day as it seems to be at the moment, but I don’t see it as the foundation for long-term

compounding of values with a favourable risk-reward trade-off.

When something seems too easy then you should always be wary that it could be too

good to be true and might not last. I think the risks associated with stock market investing

are quite high right now and it’s only the lack of a credible growing alternative which

keeps people invested. This has been the case for some time and feels like the elastic band

is being stretched quite hard. When it will snap is anyone’s guess.

Does that mean that you should sell your shares and park the money in cash? Probably

not if you intend to stay invested for the rest of your life, but if I was close to meeting a

savings goal, I might be tempted to bank some of the gains if I did not have time to recover

from a sharp fall in the market.
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Fantasy Sipp vs comparators year to date

Portfolio % returns 1 month

Year to

date 1 year 2 years 3 years

iShares S&P 500 - B UCITS ETF 6.7 10.5 36.5 40.2 69.0

iShares MSCI World Acc 5.9 8.5 36.3 33.6 53.0

iShares NASDAQ 100 UCITS ETF 10.3 8.2 49.8 77.0 122.0

Fundsmith Equity T Acc 5.6 6.4 29.6 35.1 67.7

LF Blue Whale Growth Fund 7.3 5.6 36.3 44.8 82.0

Mid Wynd International Inv Trust 7.5 4.8 37.0 42.4 62.9

Martin Currie Global Portfolio

Trust 7.0 2.6 35.5 43.3 70.8

Phil Oakley Fantasy Sipp 6.6 2.1 23.4 31.2 58.3

Smithson Investment Trust 7.3 1.6 42.7 46.3

Scottish Mortgage Investment

Trust 6.2 0.5 95.2 132.0 175.0

Lindsell Train Investment Trust 7.7 -0.5 25.2 -4.7 47.9
Source:SharePad

UK Quality shares vs comparators year to date

Portfolio % returns 1 month YTD 1 year 2 years 3 years
Vanguard FTSE 250

UCITS ETF 3.9 9.0 41.6 17.2 18.8

FTSE All-Share - Total

Return 2.8 8.5 27.3 4.0 10.2

Baillie Gifford UK Growth

Fund 5.7 7.5 57.3 34.3 38.9

Vanguard FTSE 100 ETF 2.6 6.8 22.8 -0.2 6.2

Phil Oakley UK Quality
Shares 7.4 4.7 25.5

Castlefield CFP SDL UK

Buffettology 4.2 3.6 34.6 20.9 34.5

Finsbury Growth &

Income Trust 6.3 3.0 18.9 10.4 26.0
Source:SharePad

Companies round-up:

The five companies this week are:

● Travis Perkins
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● Tesco

● JD Sports

● easyJet

● Deliveroo

Travis Perkins

As far as its builder and trade professional customers are concerned, I think it’s not

unreasonable to say that Travis Perkins (TPK) is a pretty good business. From an

investor’s perspective, I’m less convinced. From a historical point of view, the share price

chart of the past five years doesn't paint a particularly appealing picture.

The company’s builders’ merchants business trading under the TP brand accounts for the

bulk of the company’s profits. It supplies building materials such as timber, bricks and

cement (essentially everything you need to build a house) with a national network of

around 560 depots.

These are complemented by specialist merchant services in areas such as drainage,

kitchens, heating and interior fixtures and fittings. It has been in business for years and

has a strong competitive position and brand recognition in a competitive and cyclical

sector.

Travis Perkins also has a substantial presence in the plumbing and heating (P&H) sector

with well known trading brands such as City Plumbing, Plumbnation and Plumbing Trade

Supplies (PTS) which can be found on many out of town trading estates.

Since 2012, the company has owned Toolstation outright. Again, found in out-of-town

trading estates, this business specialises in supplying trade professionals with materials
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and tools. At the end of 2020 it had 460 branches in the UK, and 83 in Europe; in France,

Belgium and Holland.

Travis Perkins also currently owns DIY and home improvement retailer Wickes, but is

demerging the business with shares listing separately on the London stock exchange from

28 April.

The bull case for the shares is supported by a current buoyancy in the UK repairs,

maintenance and improvement (RMI) sector and a continued shift from consumers

undertaking DIY projects and getting tradespeople in to do the job instead (referred to as

do it for me or DIFM). The company hopes to exploit these trends by improving the

customer offer at its TP merchant branches and aggressively rolling out Toolstation

outlets.

On top of this, it intends to simplify the company by spinning off Wickes and eventually

selling its P&H business.

Current trading is good as shown by this week’s first-quarter trading update. The UK RMI

sector is booming as households spend money on improvements and extensions. This has

seen like-for-like (LFL) sales growth in Merchanting of 15.5 per cent and by 11.4 per cent

in P&H. Toolstation LFL  was an impressive 42 per cent as it continues to gain market

share and grow much faster than the likes of Screwfix.

The company has big plans for Toolstation and wants to get to 650 UK outlets and £1bn

of revenues (£663m in 2020), while also aggressively rolling out in Europe. There are also

gains to be had from optimising a smaller footprint in merchanting and improving the

digital sales experience.

This is all well and good, but I’m not convinced that this is a business that is capable of

making very good returns on the money invested. Wickes has not worked out well in this

respect and spinning it off should raise group returns, while Merchanting is mature and

makes a respectable 13 per cent return on capital employed (ROCE). Relocation of sites

and grabbing market share in areas such as kitchens can drive profits and returns up..

The key issue is whether big investment in Toolstation can create huge amounts of

incremental value for shareholders. Its ROCE was just 7 per cent in 2019, but this was

being held down by immature stores and continued losses in Europe. There seems to be a

lot of work to be done here.
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The shift away from retail to trade-focused business makes sense as it is more resilient

and has a good record of pricing power to recover commodity costs which are rising just

now.

That said, this is a cyclical business with lots of competition and the long-term

compounding potential does not look compelling to me.

Based on the recovered profit forecast in 2022, the shares trade on a PE of 15.5 times.

They may have some more upside if profits recover faster than expected, but look fairly

priced right now.

Travis Perkins forecasts

Year (£m) 2021 2022 2023

Turnover 6,603.50 6,979.80 7,336.60

Ebitda 626.4 680.7 709.2

Ebit 367.3 420.2 463.4

Pre-tax profit 275.4 334.4 373.6

Post-tax profit 228 273.4 295.6

EPS (p) 91.4 108.4 118

Dividend (p) 34.9 40.9 44.1

Capex 115.4 129.7 133.3

Free cash flow 163.8 236.1 264

Net borrowing 1,298.00 1,078.00 826.3
Source:SharePad

Tesco
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The main attraction of Tesco (TSCO) shares right now is the dividend income. Its shares

offer a prospective yield of 4.3 per cent and trade on a very inexpensive 12.3 times

2022F EPS.

The shares are cheaply rated because the market rightly questions the company’s ability

to grow once pre-Covid-19 profits have been recovered and Tesco Bank starts making

money again. Booker should also benefit from increased catering sales and profits once

hospitality businesses open up.

There’s also the legitimate concern that the previous CEO, having done a great job in

cleaning Tesco up, has left very little for his predecessor to improve on.

This is a shame because if you walk around a Tesco store on a weekly basis, as I do, then

you will agree with the company’s statement that the value perception of its prices is the

best it has been in a decade. The combination of price matching with Aldi, Clubcard

pricing on a growing number of products and subscription services such as Clubcard+

means that the cost of a weekly grocery shop is very compelling, compared with the likes

of Sainsbury’s, Morrisons and Asda.

The growth of the company’s online business over the past year has been very

impressive. Sales of £6.3bn have apparently generated a proper profit when costs are

allocated in the right way. The fact that Tesco did not disclose the actual profit number

suggests that it is not making that much and certainly not enough to justify the capital

invested, which remains my concern for all online grocery businesses.

Competition from discounters is not going to go away. Tesco’s large stores and huge

range of products cannot cope very well with the smaller stores and concentrated buying

model adopted by Aldi and Lidl. It will have to work very hard to find the cost savings to

keep price matching Aldi.

Yet, cutting promotions and focusing on everyday low prices, while cutting the number of

shopkeeping units (SKUs,) should still be able to bear some fruit for Tesco.

For me, the company has largely run out of room to grow meaningfully. It is very difficult

to envisage it gaining much market share from its current leadership position. This leaves

it as a very well run, slow growing cash-generative business.

It has the kind of characteristics that attract the attention of private equity and the

financial engineering opportunities that come with debt finance and the sale and

leaseback of store portfolios. Tesco would be a big meal for private equity, but it would
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not surprise me if an approach materialised in the next year or two given that money

remains cheap and there’s lots of private equity cash apparently still sloshing around.

Tesco forecasts

Year (£m) 2021 2022 2023

Turnover 58,824.30 58,377.50 60,223.20

Ebitda 3,875.70 4,323.00 4,421.60

Ebit 2,088.50 2,486.50 2,668.70

Pre-tax profit 1,302.60 1,873.50 2,045.50

Post-tax profit 1,144.90 1,382.50 1,536.20

EPS (p) 14.9 18.5 22.1

Dividend (p) 8.7 9.8 11.4

Capex 1,119.20 1,015.90 1,019.10

Free cash flow 1,170.90 1,796.60 1,869.30

Net borrowing 11,765.00 10,271.50 9,726.40
Source:SharePad

JD Sports

What is the long-term future of JD Sports (JD.)?

It has undoubtedly been one of the most successful UK retailers of recent times.

However, it has to face up to the challenges of a changing retail market for sports clothing

and footwear. Many of the leading sportswear brands are increasingly cutting out

retailers and selling directly to consumers over the internet. This leaves JD Sports with

hundreds of bricks-and-mortar stores with a lot to deal with.
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It has done a good job of staying relevant and important to the big brands by doing a

superb job in engaging with its customers both in stores and over the internet. The need

to do so also explains why the company has been beefing up its footprint in the

all-important US market, as well as laying the groundwork to expand in emerging markets

such as Eastern Europe and the Asia-Pacific region.

JD has shown with its Finish Line acquisition in the US and the conversion of outlets to

the JD Sports store format that it has a business that an increasing number of customers

like and spend money with. With acquisitions in California and more exposure on the US

east coast, JD has a business with significant clout that is difficult to ignore and bypass.

I think this remains a business in rude health and one that should still be capable of

delivering decent levels of organic growth, complemented by acquisitions in a sports

fashion market that offers very decent long-term prospects.

At 908p, the shares trade on a 2022F PE of 25.7 times falling to 20.9 times in 2023. That

looks quite reasonable for an excellent retailer like JD, which leads me to think that the

shares can continue to go up in price.

JD Sports forecasts
Year (£m) 2022 2023 2024

Turnover 7,322.00 8,061.20 8,784.50

Ebitda 1,145.00 1,305.00 1,432.60

Ebit 589.5 704.9 777.7

Pre-tax profit 519.8 633.8 718.6

Post-tax profit 365.4 446.1 480.8

EPS (p) 35.3 43.4 46.5

Dividend (p) 2 2.5 3.4

Capex 191.6 258.5 283.4

Free cash flow 303.4 466.3 518.5

Net borrowing 344.5 -374.1 -610.5
Source:SharePad
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easyJet

I have never seen airlines as candidates for long-term share ownership. The pandemic has

shown an extreme form of their inherent frailty, which is another chapter in their inability

to consistently grow their profits.

This week’s half-year trading update from easyJet (EZJ) painted a horrible picture of its

current predicament, which may have been a little bit better than expected, but was still

very bad nonetheless. EasyJet usually makes a loss between September and March as its

planes are less full compared with the spring and summer months. This year’s half-year

loss is expected to be between £690m and £730m compared with £193m last year.

No one has any idea what full-year profits are likely to be. The hope is that foreign travel

will be allowed from 17 May, but just how many will get on a plane is highly uncertain. The

cost of Covid-19 tests for families to travel looks ridiculously expensive, while the self

isolation on return and big queues at passport control are likely to put a lot of people off.

However, what is arguably just as significant to easyJet’s future profits are the industry

developments we have seen this week. Ryanair has lost its court battle with the European

Commission this week where it was ruled that cash bailouts to SAS and Finnair were not

examples of illegal state aid in the EU. Elsewhere, Flybe has risen from the ashes and

looks like it will be flying again soon.

Industry capacity and the regular theme of too many planes chasing too few passengers

has been the curse of the airline industry and its profits for decades. Recessions are

supposed to weed out the weak and make things better for those that remain. That

doesn’t seem to be happening, while barriers to entry are still not high enough to stop this

problem in the years ahead.
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You will probably be able to make profits trading easyJet shares, but they will always be in

the too difficult and unattractive pile for long-term buy and hold investors.

easyJet forecasts

Year (£m) 2021 2022 2023

Turnover 2,343.10 5,321.50 6,165.80

Ebitda -127.5 846.2 1,154.20

Ebit -689.6 371.8 618.8

Pre-tax profit -670.8 316.4 539.7

Post-tax profit -592.3 269.6 435.3

EPS (p) -129.5 59.6 101

Dividend (p) - 15.2 47.2

Capex 557.8 677.2 785.5

Free cash flow -745.6 388 420.8

Net borrowing 1,906.90 1,538.30 1,240.50
Source:SharePad

Deliveroo

The recent IPO of Deliveroo (ROO) continues to look even more grubby and distasteful

with each passing piece of news. Some years ago, a City analyst got into hot water by

writing a research report titled ‘Cannot Recommend a Purchase’ with the intention of

using the first letter of the four words to leave readers in no doubt what they thought

about the business they were analysing. I have similar thoughts about Deliveroo, but was

more polite in my analysis in the Investors’ Chronicle a few weeks back.
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Deliveroo is a company with a very risky and unpredictable business model. With any

delivery business it is quite difficult to leverage the cost of delivery to make good profits.

When that delivery cost is based on using labour with a questionable cost and longevity, it

becomes even harder.

Yet this is a business that was given a hefty valuation, which implied that it would be

making hundreds of millions of annual trading profits, despite being a very long way from

doing so. Selling shareholders and investment bankers have taken their cash and moved

on. Those who bought the shares at the 390p offer price are sitting on big losses and

given that profits are nowhere near in sight could still have worse to come.

This week’s first-quarter trading statement showed continued impressive growth in gross

transaction values (GTV) and order numbers, but no change to guidance from the IPO as

money spent on takeaways is expected to move back to pubs and restaurants. This implies

there will be little to no growth in GTV for the rest of the year, which also might be

optimistic.

The fact that profit guidance is based on gross profit and not even the deeply flawed

earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation (Ebitda) is a big red flag with

this company and I’m not surprised to see the shares down by 4 per cent as I write this on

Thursday afternoon. I’d like to think that Deliveroo is a long overdue warning to people

chasing stories on the stock market, but as I mentioned at the beginning of this piece I

don’t think that’s likely.

Deliveroo forecasts
Year (£m) 2021 2022 2023

Turnover 1,548.00 1,873.00 2,364.00

Ebitda -156 -148 -58

Ebit -295 -306 -238

Pre-tax profit -297 -305 -238

Post-tax profit -297 -305 -238

EPS (p) -17 -17 -13

Dividend (p) - - -

Capex 56 66 73

Free cash flow -157 -174 -86

Net borrowing -1,271.00 -1,097.00 -1,010.00
Source:SharePad
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